
16TH CENTURY 
HYMNBOOKS 



Guðbrandur Þorláksson (ca. 1541–
1627) was bishop of Hólar from April 
1571 until his death. As a bisho p 
Guðbrandur took on the task of 
cement ing the Reformation in Ice
land. In doing so he focus ed on 
printing religious works, nearl y 100 
books, including hymns and the 
Bible, in Icelandic. Previous hymn
books publish ed by the bishops  
Marteinn Einarsson in 1555 and 
Gísl i Jónsson in 1558 were inade
quate with few hymns, many of 
which were badly translated, but 
nevertheless formed an important 
base for Guðbrand‘s hymnbook. Ein 
ný sálmabók was published in 1589 
with 343 hymns in six categories was 
therefore a much needed solutio  n 
to the request of the congregation 
singing in their mother tongue. 

Ein ný sálmabók 1589 (Title page)

Hólar in 1814. From the Iceland Journal of Ebenezer Henderson 1814 –1815.



The hymnbook also brought the novelty of musical notation that Iceland
ers had never seen before, with notation to 106 hymns. In addition to the 
hymnbook Guðbrandur published a Graduale in 1594. Congregational 
singing were then based on those two books until the mid 19th century. 

The majority of the melodies came from German and Danish hymn
books, many of them in variations due to adjustments to the Icelandic 
text, some melodies came from Latin hymns but few have an unkown 
origin. Many of the songs lived with the nation for centuries and several 
are still sung today, and while the majority took on numerous variations 
some were sung unchanged, showing how some melodies are more 
memorable than others. 

With the reissue of 16th century hymnbooks, published in two volumes 
2023, those hymns, that had enormou  s influence on poetry and musical 
life for centuries and played a big role in the preservation of the Icelandic 
language, are made access ible again.

Hymns of Crist´s Birth.



Text: Guðrún Laufey Guðmundsdóttir.

13 November 2023.

Lbs 524 4to written ca.1600. A hymnbook manuscript with a notation to nearly all the 343 hymns 
from  the hymnbook 1589.

Front page: Bishop Guðbrandur Þorláksson. Painting preserved at the National Museum of Iceland.


